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“I also get worried
at times that some
of the media
reporting gets close
to reinforcing the
stigma of mental
illness, and that gets
me anxious”
Advocate’s representation on the Consumers,
Carers and Advocates Advisory Panel.
But educating family is just one area where
de-stigmatisation needs to happen. The reforms
also ask the wider community to accept those
with mental illness.
According to Monsignor Cappo that is
difficult with the media focus on the sale of
Glenside.
“I also get worried at times that some of
the media reporting gets close to reinforcing
the stigma of mental illness, and that gets me
anxious,” he says.
“It just makes consumers of the mental
health system voiceless and faceless.”
Richard is open about his mental illness and

despite being accepted by his immediate peers
he feels others keep their distance.
“People still have a lot of stigma attached to
it,” he says. “(They) assume the worst when
you say you’ve got schizophrenia.”
Connecting with community is a vital part
of the recovery process and it can also be the
hardest. Yet according to Carol: “When people
start to do that it is a really big achievement
and others take that for granted.”
Names of mental health consumers have
been changed to protect their identities.
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Glenside is a significant change to our mental
health system. Carol believes: “T
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Tara’s husband is
supportive of her illness
but says he
her children do
not want to k
know about it.
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recovery
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Tara is also a
peer suppo
support worker and
has a client whose family
situation is much worse.
“He’s 226, lives by
himself and his mother
still holds his w
wallet with his
key card,” she says.
“Now he’s allowed to live out of home
because she can’t have him an
anymore. She’s
over it, can’t handle it. But she actually
won’t let go and let him grow up.
up.”
As a peer worker Tara canno
cannot advocate for
him and finds this increasingly d
difficult.
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STAGE ONE RELEASE
This prestigious sea-front land release is now available
for your inspection and purchase. Allotment sizes in
the very limited stage one release range from 371 sqm
to 459 sqm. You must visit this stunning location 1 hour
or so from Adelaide to understand. The age old,
rugged coastal hills as a back drop, you can only
marvel at 180 degree assured views across the pristine
Gulf Saint Vincent and adjacent coast. Walk to your
marina berth from home and fish within sight of your
own front door this is quintessential seaside living.
Contact Jeff Copley 0407 606 745 for more details.
Brock Harcourts Normanville SA 5204 RLA188069
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